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Abstract 

The mixed sodium core dimers of dimethyl-L-tartrate (Lmt) and the two enantiomers of 

diisopropyl tartrate (Lipt and Dipt) are studied by mass spectrometry coupled with laser 

vibrational spectroscopy. Infra-Red Multiple Photon Dissociation (IRMPD) spectra of the two 

diastereomer sodium-core dimers, namely, LmtLiptNa+ and LmtDiptNa+, are identical in the 

fingerprint region but show a slight difference in the OH stretch region. Comparison to ab 

initio calculations indicates that the formed complexes probably reflect the structures pre-

existing in solution. The difference between LmtLiptNa+ and LmtDiptNa+ arises from the 

presence of an additional Na+…O interactions in the homochiral complex. The two 

complexes also differ in the strength and nature of the OH…OC hydrogen bond. 

Highlights: 

 Sodium ion-core dimers of tartaric acid esters are studied by mass spectrometry and 

laser spectroscopy 

 Infra-red Multiple photon spectroscopy coupled with quantum chemical calculations 

aim at explaining the chirality effects observed in these systems. 
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 Infra-red spectroscopy shows that the dimer with two monomers of identical 

absolute configuration possesses one more hydrogen bond relative to the 

heterochiral dimer. 
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Introduction 

 

Mass spectrometry is widely used for the analysis of biological systems, in particular 

proteins.1 One of its limitations is that, as an achiral probe, mass spectrometry is blind to 

chirality and is unable to differentiate enantiomers. A widely developed approach is to 

associate mass spectrometry to a chirality-sensitive separation stage, most of the time 

chromatography,2-3 sometimes ion mobility.4-5 On the other hand, formation of 

diastereomeric complexes have proven especially efficient for chiral analysis using mass 

spectrometry.6 Different binding energies between the enantiomers manifest themselves by 

different abundances in a single-stage MS spectrum.7 Isotope labelling is mandatory for 

differentiating the two enantiomers, whose masses are identical otherwise. Diastereomer 

complexes may also show different ion-molecule reaction, for example exchange reactions 

involving chiral host-guest complexes.8-10 Lastly, experiments based on cluster ion 

dissociations are a powerful tool for chiral analysis. These experiments rest on the 

comparison between the collision-induced dissociation efficiency of diastereomer 

complexes, both in a single-collision regime11 or in a multiple collision regime under ion trap 

conditions.12-17 Tandem mass spectrometry experiments based on the kinetic method allow 

quantifying chirality effects.18-19 The enantioselectivity in the dissociation is related to 

different binding energies or different barriers to dissociation between enantiomers,14 or to 

entropic effects.20  The differences in the binding pattern of the diastereomers also manifests 

itself in their UV photodissociation spectrum or UV photodissociation pathways.15, 21-22 

Because they can be directly compared to quantum chemical calculations, IR spectra are also 

a good diagnostic of stereo-selective interactions in diastereomer ions.23-26 Tartaric acid and 

its derivatives play an important role in asymmetric chemistry. Besides their involvement in 

the discovery of molecular chirality by Pasteur,27 they are used as eluents in the separation 

of enantiomers by chromatography.28 Their chirality recognition properties have been 

studied also in the gas phase by mass spectrometry experiments.29-30 Protonated dimethyl 

tartrate dimers formed by chemical ionization were the first study of chiral recognition by 

mass spectrometry experiments.31 The mass spectrum of a mixture of diisopropyl-d0 D-

tartrate and diisopropyl-d6 L-tartrate shows anomalously weak intensity of the peak 

corresponding to the diisopropyl-d0 D-tartrate:diisopropyl-d6 L-tartrate protonated dimer 
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(the meso ion), which indicates homochiral preference.31 Nikolaev et al. conducted a 

systematic study of chirality effects in protonated dimers and alkali-ion core dimers of 

dimethyltartrates.32-33 They observed that the sign as well as the magnitude of the observed 

chirality effect depend on the size of the cluster and the core ion. In particular, they observe 

a large chirality effect in the cluster distribution for several protonated cluster sizes formed 

by chemical ionization, as observed by Fales and Wright for the dimer.31 In contrast, the 

distribution of alkali-core dimers formed by ion-molecule reaction in the gas phase was 

identical for both homo and heterochiral dimers. These results obtained by chemical 

ionisation are in sharp contrast to those obtained when the ion-core, for example sodium-

core dimer, is electrosprayed from a solution. The proposed explanations rest on 

displacement of the proton by the alkali ion in the final stage of desolvation, although 

enantioselective decomposition from trimers could not be excluded.32-33  

Direct structural data are scarce. Tonner et al. have studied the structure of the isolated 

dianion of tartaric acid by Infra-Red Multiple Photon Dissociation (IRMPD) under ion trap 

conditions, as a model for studying the stability of dianions, and its complex with sodium. 

They have compared the binding pattern of sodium with the threo tartaric acid dianion to 

that observed for the meso form.34 The threo tartrate anion is more stable than the meso 

form, whether isolated or complexed with sodium. For both systems, Na+ strongly interacts 

with the negatively charged carboxylate oxygen, with however slightly different interaction 

distances and binding pattern in the threo or meso tartrate, which are apparent in the 

vibrational spectra. Esters of tartaric acid have been studied too, in particular their titanium 

complexes, because of their role as catalysts.35 The IRMPD spectrum of the (methyl-

tartrate:dimethyl-tartrate Ti-) complex indicates that the interaction between the titanium 

ion and the tartrate involves the carboxylate. 

In this work, we revisit the question of homochiral preference in alkali-ion core tartaric acid 

ester dimers produced by electrospray ionisation. Na+ was chosen in this study because for 

the sake of comparison with the previous studies mentioned above and because its small 

size makes it amenable for calculations. The molecules under study are shown in Scheme 1 

and noted in short dimethyl L-tartrate (Lmt) and diisopropyl D/L-tartrate (Lipt/Dipt). Our 

goal is to compare the sodium core dimers having molecules of identical or opposite 

absolute configuration, namely L-dimethyl tartrate:L-diisopropyl tartrate: Na+ (LmtLiptNa+:) 

and L-dimethyl tartrate:D-diisopropyl tartrate:Na+ (LmtDiptNa+). To this end, we resort to 
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collision-induced dissociation experiments as well as vibrational spectroscopy as obtained by 

IRMPD, coupled to quantum chemical calculations. The aim of this work is to assess whether 

exchange between alkali ion and proton is the only possibility that explains homochiral 

preference in the mass spectrum of alkali-ion core dimer of dimethyl tartrate or if structural 

differences between homo and heterochiral complexes could play a role.  

Material and methods 

I. Experimental Methods 
The multistage mass spectrometry (MSn) experiments were based on a modified Paul 

ion trap (Bruker, Esquire 3000+). Details of the experiments based on the Paul ion trap can 

be found elsewhere and only parameters specific to the present study are given below.36  

Ions were generated by electrospraying a solution of L tartaric acid dimethyl ester and L or D 

tartaric acid diisopropyl ester in a 50:50 water/methanol mixture. The concentration was 10-

5 M for the monomers or the dimers made from a single molecule. A concentration ratio of 

1:10 between diisopropyl- and dimethyl ester of tartaric acid was used for studying the 

mixed dimer. No sodium salt was added to that naturally present as an impurity in the 

solution. The electrospray ionization (ESI) conditions were as follows: flow rate of 150 µL/h, 

drying gas flow of 7.5 L/min, nebuliser pressure of 1.9 bar, capillary voltage of -4500 V, and 

drying gas temperature of 180°C. The trap drive voltage was adjusted to maximise the 

intensity of the peak due to the sodium core L tartaric acid dimethyl ester / L or D tartaric 

acid diisopropyl ester complex.  

MSn experiments were carried out using the standard Bruker Esquire Control 

software. Collision-induced dissociation (CID) spectra were obtained in a MS2 experiment by 

mass selection of the parent in a ±2 Da window. The parent was fragmented in the Paul ion 

trap by collision with He, applying a radiofrequency (RF) voltage of variable amplitude during 

50 ms.  

The IRMPD spectra were recorded resorting to a MS2 scheme involving IR irradiation 

in the above-mentioned Paul ion trap. A 1.2 mm hole drilled in the ring electrode of the Paul 

ion trap allows for the optical access to the centre of the trap. The precursor ions were mass 

selected in a ±2 Da window and irradiated for 180 ms in the fingerprint region and 1 s in the 

3 m region. Mass spectra were recorded after 5 accumulations.  
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The spectra were recorded in the 800-1800 cm-1 range using the infrared free 

electron laser (FEL) at the “Centre Laser Infrarouge d’Orsay CLIO” based on an electron linear 

accelerator at an electron energy of 44 MeV.37-38 The spectral bandwidth was typically 1% of 

the central wavelength and the power of the order of 0.8 W. The 2800-4000 cm-1 range was 

covered by a table top IR Optical Parametric Oscillator/Amplifier (OPO/OPA) (LaserVision 10 

Hz repetition rate, pulses duration 4-6 ns, spectral bandwidth 3 cm-1, IR power of ~ 200 mW). 

The IR was focused at the centre of the ion trap using a ZnSe lens of 400 mm focal length.   

Infrared spectra were obtained by monitoring the fragmentation efficiency Y = 

ln(P/(F+P)) as a function of the IR wavenumber; with F the sum of the abundances of the 

fragment ions produced by IRMPD and P that of the parent ion. The ions produced by IRMPD 

were the same as those detected in the CID spectra. The tartaric esters were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich International GmbH and used without further purification. 

 

II. Theoretical Methods 
The potential energy surface of the different systems was extensively explored using the 

advanced conformational search tool implemented in the Macromodel software included in 

the Schrödinger 2015-4 suite of programs.39 The exploration was done using either the 

OPLS2005 or the MMFFs force fields. The “Systematic torsional sampling”, “Mixed 

Torsional/Low mode sampling” and “Mixed torsional/Large scale Low mode sampling” were 

used. Several exploration were done, with different starting points, including arbitrary points 

of the previous exploration. All complexes obtained after these explorations were 

recalculated at the OPLS2005 level and sorted out by the “Redundant Conformer Elimination 

tool”, fixing the RMSD at 1.9 Å. At the end of this step, around eighty conformers were kept 

for each system. Each of them was optimized within the frame of the density functional 

theory (DFT) at the RI-B97-d/def2-TZVPPD level40-41 with the dispersion correction “disp3 bj 

abc” including three body effects and Becke-Johnson damping.40, 42-43 The option “weight 

derivatives” was used for the harmonic frequencies calculations. The calculated harmonic 

frequencies were scaled by 0.975 to account for anharmonicity and basis set 

incompleteness. The vibrational spectra were simulated by convoluting the harmonic 

frequencies by a Lorentzian line shape (FWHM 10 cm-1). This level of theory was chosen 

because it has been successfully applied to neutral, protonated, or alkali core clusters of 
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biomolecules.44-46 All the calculations were done using the Turbomole V6.6 program 

package.47  

We will describe the structures using the notation shown in Scheme 1. The complexes are 

denoted naming the dimethyl L-tartrate (Lmt) first and then the diisopropyl L/D-tartrate 

(Lipt/Dipt). The OH or CO groups of interest are indexed with Lmt or Lipt/Dipt depending on 

the subunit they belong to. Scheme 1 presents the molecules in such a way that the ester 

functions are localised at the top or the bottom of the illustration plane, on the two sides of 

an imaginary dividing line defining two half spaces, called 1 and 2. The oxygen atoms of 

interest are denoted by 1 and 2 for those above and below the dividing line, respectively. For 

the sake of clarity, Na+ is located in subspace 1, i.e. above the diving line, in all the molecular 

structures shown. The carbonyl and the hydroxyl groups of Lmt located above the dividing 

line, i.e. interacting with Na+, are denoted as COLmt1 and OHLmt1. Those below the Na+ are 

denoted as COLmt2 and OH Lmt2. The same notation will be used for the second monomer of 

the complex replacing Lmt by Lipt or Dipt, which gives COLipt1, OHLipt1, OHLipt2 and COLipt2. If 

the 1 vs. 2 notation is ambiguous, COLipt1 is the CO interacting with Na+ and not hydrogen 

bonded. 

Results and Discussion 

III. Experimental results 
III 1. Mass spectrum 

The mass spectrum (MS) of an electrosprayed solution of Lmt and Lipt, in a concentration 

ratio of 10:1, is shown in Figure 1. This concentration ratio was chosen because it gives the 

strongest contribution of mixed sodium-core dimer. Despite the larger concentration of Lmt, 

the most intense peaks in the MS are due to LiptH+ at m/z 235, LiptNa+ at m/z 257, and 

Lipt2Na+ at m/z 491, pointing at a larger proton affinity and a larger cation affinity of Lipt. 

The complexes involving Lmt, i.e. LmtH+ at m/z 179, LmtNa+ at m/z 201, and Lmt2Na+ at m/z 

379, are 5 to 10 times less intense than those involving Lipt. The mixed dimers LmtLiptNa+ 

are observed at m/z 435. The protonated dimers are not observed. In contrast to previous 

work, where chirality effects were studied by comparing isotopically labelled enantiomers, 

the analysis of the peaks intensity in the Paul trap is complicated by the fact that Lmt and 
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Lipt do not have the same affinity for sodium. Still, no chirality effect is observed and the 

mass spectrum of a solution of Lmt and Dipt is similar to that of a solution of Lmt and Lipt. 

 

III 2. Collision-induced dissociation 

The CID spectra of the homochiral LmtLiptNa+ and heterochiral LmtDiptNa+ sodium-core 

dimers are shown in Figure 2. The unique fragments are LmtNa+ at m/z 201 and LiptNa+ or 

DiptNa+ at m/z 257. LiptNa+ or DiptNa+ is much more abundant as a fragment (~x 20) than 

LmtNa+. This is reminiscent of what was observed in the mass spectrum and we can 

conclude that the preference for Lipt or Dipt also manifests itself in the fragmentation 

pattern. The CID efficiency is the same within the error for the two diastereomer complexes, 

as manifested by identical relative intensities of the parent and daughter ion peaks in the 

two CID spectra.  

 

III 3. IRMPD spectra 

The experimental IRMPD spectra of the homochiral LmtLiptNa+ and heterochiral LmtDiptNa+ 

sodium-core dimers are shown in Figures 3 and 4, for the fingerprint and the 3 m regions, 

respectively. They are identical whether recorded in a a modified hybrid Fourier transform 

ion-cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) tandem mass spectrometer (Apex-Qe Bruker Daltonics), 

equipped with a 7.0 T actively shielded magnet,48 or in the quadrupole ion trap, with 

however higher average fragmentation efficiency for the experiments performed in the FT-

ICR (see Figure S1 of the supplementary information). The fingerprint region is 

characterised by three intense features, located at 1100, 1250, and 1750 cm-1. They appear 

in the region of the OH bending, CH bending, and CO stretching modes, respectively. The 

fingerprint region is identical for the homochiral and heterochiral complexes. The hydride 

stretch region is characterised by a doublet in the region of the free OH stretch, at 

3642/3650 cm-1, as well as a broad absorption peaking at ~3500 cm-1, typical of one or 

several bound OH stretches.22, 49 The broad absorption band is composed of a single broad 

band for the heterochiral complex while it displays a shoulder in its high-energy side for the 

homochiral complex. Also, the ratio between the relative intensity of the doublet relative 

to the broad absorption is larger (~2) for the heterochiral than the homochiral (~1.3).  
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IV. Theoretical results 
 

The calculated structures can be classified according to their interaction pattern. The 

interactions are ionic Na+…OC or Na+…OH interactions and intermolecular or intramolecular 

OH…OC or OH…OH hydrogen bonds. As will be discussed later on in the assignment, the 

most stable calculated structures do not reproduce the experimental spectrum. In what 

follows, we shall therefore briefly describe the most stable structure for both homochiral 

LmtLiptNa+ and heterochiral LmtDiptNa+ complexes, then those to which the experiment is 

assigned. The xyz coordinates of all the discussed structures can be found in the 

Supplementary Information Section. 

 

IV 1. Homochiral complex 

The most stable homochiral complex, denoted LL hereafter, is shown in Figure 5. None of 

the intramolecular hydrogen bonds of the sub-units is preserved in LL. Instead, two 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds take place, namely, OHLmt2…OCLipt2 and OHLipt2…OCLmt2. The 

pattern defined by OHLmt2, COLipt2, OHLipt2, and COLmt2, is strongly non-planar (dihedral angle 

of 62°). Na+ interacts with OHLmt2 and OHLipt2 involved in the double hydrogen bond pattern, 

as well as with the four other polar groups, namely, OHLmt1, OHLipt1, COLmt1 and COLipt1. This 

structure therefore involves interaction between Na+ and all the polar groups but COLmt2 and 

COLipt2. The interactions are equally spread between the two subunits, with a symmetrical 

pattern. The Na+…O average distance is 2.90 Å if one considers all the oxygen atoms, and 

2.53 Å if one considers only the six interacting polar groups. 

The complex reproducing the experimental findings will be called LL’ in what follows. It is 

shown in Figure 5. In contrast to LL, it shows only one intermolecular hydrogen bond, 

OHLipt2…OCLmt2, accompanied by an intramolecular OHLmt2…OCLmt2 interaction. Like in LL, six 

polar groups interact with Na+, but they differ in the two dimers: a Na+…OCLipt2 interaction in 

LL’ replaces the Na+…OHLipt1 in LL. As a result, the interaction pattern in LL’ is much less 

symmetrical than in LL. The Na+…OC distance is smaller by 0.2 Å for COLipt1 than COLmt1 in LL’ 

while the two distances were almost identical in LL. The Na+…O average distance is 3.02 Å if 

one considers all the oxygen atoms, and 2.53 Å if one considers only the six interacting polar 

groups. The Lipt geometry is very different from that adopted in LL (HOLipt1-C-C-OHLipt2 

dihedral angle of 180° vs. 0° in the most stable structure).   
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IV 2. Heterochiral complex 

The most stable heterochiral complex, called LD in what follows, is shown in Figure 5. Like in 

LL, two intermolecular hydrogen bonds take place. However, it does not involve the same 

polar groups and correspond to OHLmt2…OCDipt2 and OHDipt1…OCLmt2 interactions. Like in LL, 

the doubly hydrogen bond pattern in LD is not planar (dihedral angle of 78°). The LD 

structure involves the same two Na+…OC and four Na+…OH interactions as LL. The Na+…O 

average distance is 2.96 Å if one considers all the oxygen atoms, and 2.56 Å if one considers 

only the six interacting polar groups.  

The complex reproducing the experiment, called LD’ hereafter, is shown in Figure 5. In LD’, 

like in LL’, an intramolecular OHLmt2…COLmt2 interaction takes place. The intramolecular 

hydrogen bond is shorter (2.04 Å) than in LL’ (2.17 Å). The intermolecular hydrogen bond is 

less directional than in LL’. It consists indeed in a bifurcated hydrogen bond with OHLmt1 

acting as a donor to both OHLmt2 and CODipt2, with distances of 2.21 and 2.27 Å, respectively. 

Compared to the other complexes described above, LD’ stands out by the fact that there are 

only two interactions between Na+ and Lmt, namely Na+… OHLmt1 and Na+…OCLmt1 and three 

interactions between Na+ and Dipt, namely Na+… OHDipt1 and Na+…OCDipt1 and Na+…OCDipt2. 

The Na+…O average distance is indeed much higher than in the other described structures, 

3.45 Å if one considers all the oxygen atoms. This distance is only 2.45 Å if one considers only 

the five interacting polar groups.  

 

IV 3. Assignment 

The calculated IR absorption of the most stable sodium core dimers, LL and LD, is shown in 

Figure 6. Although they satisfactorily match with the experiment in the fingerprint region, 

these structures do not account for the experimental spectra in the 3 m region. We have 

therefore examined the spectra of all the calculated structures. It turns out that LL’ matches 

very well with the experimental findings obtained for the homochiral dimer. Still, its Gibbs 

free energy is 5.3 kcal/mol above the minimum. However, G decreases to 3.7 kcal/mol 

when adding an aqueous solvent as a continuum. Considering the solvent explicitly should 

result to further stabilisation of LL’ relative to LL as the former possesses one more free OH 

groups that can interact with the solvent through hydrogen bonding. The results for the 
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heterochiral sodium-core dimer parallel those for the homochiral one. Although LD’ is 

destabilised relative to LD by 6.3 kcal/mol in the gas phase, inclusion of the solvent as a 

continuum reduces this gap to 3.3 kcal/mol. Explicit inclusion of the solvent is expected to 

reduce this gap further due to the larger number of sites capable to interact with the solvent 

in LD’ relative to LD.  

IV 4a. Fingerprint region 

The fingerprint region is shown in Figure 3. The experimental spectra of the homochiral and 

heterochiral sodium-core dimers are identical and are accounted for by any of the calculated 

structures. The intense experimental band, at 1740 cm-1, is readily assigned to the 

superposition of the CO stretches. The calculated frequencies spread over 40 cm-1, which 

reflects the different environments of the CO groups. Although, the four CO stretches are 

slightly coupled, the two lower-energy one are localised on Lmt, the two other ones being on 

Lipt or Dipt. The Na+…OC interaction is purely ionic. Consequently, the corresponding CO 

stretches are higher in frequency than the hydrogen-bonded CO stretches. The most intense 

band peaking at ~1270 cm-1 is assigned to the superposition of modes involving mixed 

motions of the four OH bends and CH bends, spreading over ~80 cm-1. The lower-energy 

intense feature at ~1090 cm-1 is assigned to mode involving mainly the C-OH stretch coupled 

to deformations localised on the CH3 groups. No effect of chirality or conformation is 

observed in this region. Due to the lack of specificity of the fingerprint region, we will not 

use it for the assignment. 

IV 4b. OH stretch region 

The 3 m region is shown in Figure 4. This spectral range is much more specific than the 

fingerprint region and the spectral pattern strongly depends on the calculated structure. The 

spectrum of the LL’ calculated structure displays two bands in the region of the free OH 

stretch, the higher-energy one (3662 cm-1) being localised on OHLmt1 and the other one (3638 

cm-1) on OHLipt1. These two bands match well with the doublet experimentally observed at 

3642/3653 cm-1. The bound OH stretches are calculated lower in energy. OHLmt2
 being 

involved in a frustrated OH…OC internal bound is calculated at higher energy (3566 cm-1) and 

weaker oscillator strength than that localised on OHLipt2, and involved in an intermolecular H 

bond, calculated at 3503 cm-1. The strong and broad experimental absorption peaking at 
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3500 cm-1 is therefore assigned to the latter while the shoulder at its high-energy side may 

be assigned to the former. The spectrum of the heterochiral calculated structure LD’ displays 

two free OH stretches. Comparison with the experimental spectrum allows assigning the 

lower-energy experimental band to OHLipt1, which interacts with Na+, and the high-energy 

one to the free OHLipt2. The broad experimental absorption is assigned to the superposition 

of two modes involving coupled elongations of OHLmt1 and OHLmt2. The experimental spectra 

of the homochiral and heterochiral sodium-core dimers are not very different from each 

other. The interactions at play are indeed very similar in the two diasteromers. In the two 

complexes, Na+ interacts with the same three carbonyls COLmt1, COL or Dipt1, and CO L or Dipt2. 

They differ by the nature and the number of additional interactions with Na+. In LL’, there 

are three additional interactions that involve OHLmt2, OHLmt1 and OHLipt2.  In LD’, there are 

only two additional interactions involving OHLmt1 and OHDipt1. The homochiral and 

heterochiral complexes differ therefore by the number of Na+…O interactions, six for the 

homochiral and five for the heterochiral complexes and their hydrogen bonding patterns. In 

LD’, OHLmt1 acts as a donor to OHLmt2, which in turn is internally bound to COLmt2. The 

cooperative effect reinforces the intramolecular hydrogen bond. As a result, the OHLmt1 and 

OHLmt2 stretches are coupled and appear in the same region, at ~3500cm-1. In LL’, such a 

cooperative effect does not happen and the internally bound OHLmt2 stretch is calculated at 

higher energy, in the region where the shoulder is experimentally observed.  

Due to the complexity and flexibility of the studied system, the proposed assignment is only 

tentative. However, the qualitative conclusions concerning the number of Na+…O 

interactions, six for the homochiral and five for the heterochiral ion-core dimer, and the 

strength and the nature of the hydrogen bonds explain the slight spectral difference 

between the two diastereomers.  

It should be stressed here that the energetics calculated in the gas phase is at odds with the 

experimental results. The most stable sodium-core dimers do not correspond indeed to the 

experiment and the observed complexes probably reflect, or partially reflect, the energetics 

in solution. This can result from kinetic trapping of the most stable species in solution. Such 

an effect has been previously observed for protonated ciprofloxacin or its complexes with 

monovalent or multivalent metal ions, for which the species accounting for the IRMPD 

spectrum is not the most stable form.50 51 The experimental mass spectra indicate that Na+ 
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binds to Lipt much more easily than to Lmt. However, the mass spectra also indicate that 

Na+(Lmt)2 is more abundant relative to Na+Lmt than Na+(Lipt)2 relative to Na+Lipt. This is 

probably due to the fact that the Lmt concentration is 10 times that of Lipt. However, it is 

also possible that the sodium core dimers are formed via exchange mechanisms or 

dissociation from larger aggregates.  

Conclusion 

The results reported here first underline the importance of the OH stretch region for the 

assignment of the experimental IRMPD spectrum to calculated structures. If we only 

considered energetics criteria, favouring the most stable complexes, and the fingerprint 

region, we would assign the observed spectra to the most stable sodium core dimer. 

However, the results in the OH stretch region allow ruling them out.  

Second, the present study confirms that the formation of the sodium core dimers rests on 

complex mechanisms, and cannot be interpreted in terms of the most stable gas-phase 

complex. This is in line with the suggestion of Nicolaev et al. that formation of the sodium 

core dimers involve complex exchange mechanism or fragmentation from larger clusters.32-33  

The chirality effects observed here are moderate, despite the presence of the core ion. First, 

it stems from the calculations that the major difference between the homo and heterochiral 

sodium-core dimers is the number of Na+…O interactions, six for the homochiral and five for 

the heterochiral. The hetero- and homochiral sodium-core dimers also differ by the nature 

of the OH…O hydrogen bonds. The difference in hydrogen bonding pattern is indeed 

responsible for the difference in spectral pattern in the OH stretch region. This observation is 

reminiscent of the hypothesis that the interactions responsible for chiral discrimination are 

not the strongest ionic interactions but weaker ancillary interactions.23 Low-temperature 

experiments would greatly help improve the resolution, which in turn would make the 

chirality effects more visible.22  52-53 
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Scheme 1  

Molecules under study. R=CH3: dimethyl tartrate; R=C(CH3)3: diisopropyl tartrate. a) LL enantiomer (L 

in short) b) DD enantiomer (D in short) 
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Figure 1 

Mass spectrum of an electrosprayed solution of a mixture of Lmt and Lipt in a Paul ion trap, at a 

concentration ratio of 10:1 (see text). Major cluster ions are indicated in the mass spectrum   
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Figure 2  

Comparison between CID MS2 spectra of the homochiral (top) and heterochiral (bottom) di-methyl 

tartrate:di-isopropyl tartrate sodium core complex in a Paul ion trap, with RF amplitude of 0.25 V 
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Figure 3 

Experimental spectrum in the fingerprint region of a) the homochiral c) the heterochiral di-methyl 

tartrate : di-isopropyl tartrate sodium-core complex as well as the calculated spectrum of b ) LL’ and 

d) LD’ 
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Figure 4  

Experimental spectrum in the 3m region of a) the homochiral c) the heterochiral di-methyl tartrate : 

di-isopropyl tartrate sodium-core complex as well as the calculated spectrum of b) LL’ and d) LD’ 
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Figure 5 

Most stable homochiral complex LL and that assigned to the experiment LL’. Most stable heterochiral 

complex LD and that assigned to the experiment LD’. The energies are given in vacuum (see text) 
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Figure 6  

Experimental spectrum in the 3 m region of a) the homochiral c) the heterochiral di-methyl tartrate 

: di-isopropyl tartrate sodium core complex as well as the calculated spectrum of b) LL and d) LD 
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